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WWF-UK's Natural Rivers Programme is funded by HSBC as part of the global Investing in Nature programme. For further information visit the HSBC in Society section at www.hsbc.com

The River Devon Project is managed by Mountain Environments, Sparrowlight, Stirling Road, Callander FK17 8LE
e-mail: info@mountain-environments.co.uk
visit: www.mountain-environments.co.uk

"How pleasant the banks
of the clear winding Devon,
with green spreading bushes and flow's blooming fair!"
Robert Burns, 1787

"The River Devon Project is the first time that natural flood management has been tackled on an entire river catchment scale in the UK. It's very exciting that the smallest mainland local authority in Scotland is leading the way for the rest of the country, delivering results that others in Scotland and throughout the UK can learn from and emulate."
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Slowing the Flow

"How pleasant the banks
of the clear winding Devon,
with green spreading bushes and flow's blooming fair!"
Robert Burns, 1787
Tackling flooding – benefiting communities and wildlife

The River Devon Project: a partnership with nature

Throughout the UK, flooding is predicted to become more severe due to climate change. In the past, flood management has focused on the problem area, for example, by constructing ever-higher barriers to contain the water. Many such methods are extremely expensive and are now considered to be ineffective, unsustainable and damaging to the wider environment, often merely moving the water elsewhere. With more rain and less predictable weather forecast, urgent measures are needed to slow the flow of water from the land into the river.

The River Devon Project is using new techniques which address the causes of flooding, not just the symptoms. These techniques include the restoration of wetlands, which act as a sponge to hold water, planting native trees along the riverside to create a 'leaky barrier' to slow the flow of water back into the river from the flood plain, and erosion control where livestock have damaged bankings. It’s a cost-effective, common sense approach, based on understanding how the river behaves naturally and working with it, using natural methods and materials.

The Project is a long-term commitment to the River Devon, though some measures will be effective immediately. A healthier river, functioning naturally, will benefit local communities and businesses by reducing the risk of flooding, and improve the water quality and habitat for the river’s wildlife, including salmon and trout, otters and kingfishers.
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Recurrent outflows caused in rainfall gullies will be fenced off from graziers chap. to allow natural regeneration.

Inventories will be carried to ensure an ancient name to church and hold water until. This also caused wind doves in wettest.

Drainage channels and lower thought, bequet's plantation will be managed to lower the flow of water into the area.

Dikes will be fenced away from the area cuts and make costs to prevent hares invasion. Draining water will be provided for the animals in fields.

Living will be fenced away from the area will allow the animals to enjoy their own. This also causes wind doves in wettest.

Frequently measuring the flow of the area with a range of instruments will ensure that each technique used in the River Devon Project is evaluated.